Milano with kids: resources for families

There are plenty of fun things to do in Milano with kids, among the most popular ones:

**The Planetarium**  
[https://lofficina.eu/](https://lofficina.eu/)

Milano has the larger planetarium in Italy, where many activities both for children and adults are often organized.

**Explore Milano’s cathedral (Duomo)**  
[https://www.duomomilano.it/en/](https://www.duomomilano.it/en/)

Not to miss! The cathedral is a massive Gothic building overloaded with gargoyles and statues. It took approximately 600 years to complete the structure. You can visit the cathedral, its museum or climb (either by stairs or by lift) to its roof to observe the city from above.

**Become an engineer at the Leonardo da Vinci Museum of Science and Technology**  
[https://www.museoscienza.org/en](https://www.museoscienza.org/en)

Located inside an ancient monastery, it’s the largest and most important Italian technology museum. Plenty of interactive attractions and a house of a real submarine that you can visit.
Be a renaissance lord at the Castello Sforzesco

https://www.milanocastello.it/en

You can visit the huge castle with an organized tour for families (https://www.milanocastello.it/en/content/family-museum). Alternatively, you can just self-organize and pick some of the most intriguing museums it hosts, and then relax in the Sempione park, to which it is connected.

Modern art for kids!

https://triennale.org/en/families

The Triennale di Milano is a permanent museum of art and design in the Parco Sempione in Milan. It hosts design, architecture, and the visual, scenic, and performing arts. It organizes events for families and kids.

A museum only for kids!

https://www.muba.it/

MUBA is the Children Museum. It organizes playful and funny experiences for children that encourage creative thinking.

Natural history museum

https://museodistorianaturalemilano.it/

From dinosaurs to contemporary animals, dive into the nature of our planet and its evolution.

Jump till you drop at ZeroGravity

https://www.zero-gravity.it/en/milano

Plenty of freestyle and jumping activities to spend energy!